
Issues shown

Circulatory-The issue presented is Atrial 
Fibrillation. This is the quivering of the heart at the 
upper chamber due to abnormal electric pathways. 
It is known that this cause slight dizziness and hard 
breaths. The cure for this is simple aspirins. 
However, today it is known that maybe yoga could 
help lower blood pressure meaning the heart has to 
work less and could go back to its rhythm.

Respiratory-The issue presented is Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary disease. This refers to the 
problem where the air sac cannot fully expand. It is 
caused by smoking which leads to the bronchi 
inflammation and excess mucus. Doctors say there 
is no cure. However Tai chi proves to help patients 
be able to have a controlled breathing. This leads 
to a lower blood pressure and smooth blood flow to 
the brain making one think clearly. It also is known 
to improve the nerves that keep us from falling.

My Thoughts

Circulatory-I think that people should try yoga. It 
would help the person further prevent Atrial 
Fibrillation. It could lower blood pressure too. I 
think that we must also choose the mild yoga so that 
we won’t be hurt by the heavy ones. I think that it 
would help in that it is a form of exercise that is 
slow and would relax the heart making one not be 
to tense. Besides one can’t always be bed ridden 
taking medications, they also have to move and 
exercise their organs the right way.

Respiratory-I think that people must try Tai chi 
because it is proven that it helped people to have 
better endurance by controlled breathing. This 
helps us solve COPD. It would also help reduce 
arthritis and benefit many other parts. It helps our 
body to be stronger.

WE CAN SEE THAT RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATORY 
SYSTEMS ARE RELATED SO TAKE CARE OF THEM

† CIRCULATORY SYSTEM ¢

The circulatory system involves the movement of 
blood in our body. Part of its organs 
are the heart, veins, arteries and 
others. Although, sometimes we 
come across orders like heart 
attacks, strokes and many more. 
The specific issue the would be 
discussed in this brochure would 
be Atrial Fibrillation.
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The Respiratory system

The  Respiratory system also entails breathing 
and the sending of air through out the body. It 
involves using our lungs to build air or oxygen 
and then releasing it. The air goes through 
the lungs and then distributes to the 
blood cells to be transported to the 
different cells. However there are 
also diseases like lung cancer etc. 
This brochure would focus on 
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
disease.

Let’s Get to Know this Issue
Ideas on solving Respiratory and 

circulatory diseases

Circulatory-The idea presented is that heart 
rhythm sickness can be solved by gentle yoga, for 
old people and Iyenger yoga for the young. Yoga 
may be a help for those suffering from Atrial 
Fibrillation. This is seen in that yoga can lower 
blood pressure. In other words, the way the heart 
pumps could affect the blood pressure. Also 
having a stressed out organ could result to 
diseases.

Respiratory-The idea presented is that Tai chi 
could help improve breathing by regulating it. 
Due to this it is also known that Tai chi can assist 
one’s blood pressure to go down also it means that  
the mind can focus more clearly on what it is 
doing thus preventing falls. This is because since 
it regulates breathing, blood cells can take more 
oxygen and be able to help the brain with it. This, 
in other words, means that breathing affects 
every part of our body that is why it is very 
important.

 

The insights on Circulatory and 
Respiratory system

Circulatory-People of today should be well 
aware that organs in our body should work as 
how it is meant to work. Any abnormalities must 
be consulted to a doctor. A disease that is caused 
by a heart not beating rhythmically is called 
Atrial Fibrillation. Going deeper into it, Atrial 
Fibrillation is a disease of the heart where the 
upper part shakes instead of beating. This may 
cause minor injuries like dizziness and hard 
breath. Later on, it could cause worse injuries like 
heart attacks and many more. Through this it is 
seen that a simple organ can affect a many other 
organs too. It also shows that the heart must 

function well to be able to pump blood more 
efficiently and stop headaches ( lack of air) and 
many more. It also involves electric pathways.

Respiratory-Air is not only meant to keep people 
alive. It is also meant to freshen up our different 
organs like the brain. I came up with this 
conclusion after researching on the disease 
known as Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
disease. This is the disease where a person’s air 
sac does not inflate fully because of inflammation 
of one of the “branches” bronchi in our lungs, 
where air transport occurs too. Excess mucus is 
also evident.

Benefits of this Knowledge

Circulatory-The benefit of knowing about how 
yoga can lessen Atrial Fibrillation is important. It 
helps us to have a second option to further 
prevent this disease. Meaning cases of this might 
be reduced. Since the Philippines is a hot country, 
we usually have the chances of rising blood 
pressure and increased chances of stroke. Yoga 
helps lower our blood pressure which helps us 
stay alive in the heat.

Respiratory-I think that learning Tai chi in the 
community is important. This is because it helps 
us to be able to receive air in a more efficient 
manner of controlled breathing. Through this, 
one is able to breath more properly and meaning 
a more relax blood flow. This means more clearer 
thoughts. It would give people the productivity 
and focus in work that this country needs. Tai chi 
could be used as a form of exercise for the elderly 
here in the country. This in other words would 
not only help reduce cases of Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary disease, but also any 
other disease like arthritis and trauma of falling.


